
Thursday 4th February 2021
L.C. Can you complete and edit your final 

biography?



Starter - Homophones

• What is a homophone?

• Can you explain using examples?

• Which homophones did we look at last week?

• How did we remember which one to use?



How many homophone 
pairs can you spot?



Where / wear

• I wonder my bag has gone.

• Tina likes to the colour purple everyday. 

How can we help ourselves to remember this?



Here / hear

• He couldn’t the music from the back.

• Come at once! 

How can we help ourselves to remember this?



Bare / bear

• Before I went shopping, the cupboard was .

• Look out, there’s a behind you! 

How can we help ourselves to remember this?



Review of your work

• Look back at what you have written so far for your biography…do you 
need to make any changes?

• Would anybody like to read out a short sample of their work?

• What have they done well? What could now be improved?



Final paragraph

The final paragraph often talks 
about the impact that this person 
has had or continues to have on the 
world.

We call this their ‘legacy’ and we 
need to include this in our final 
paragraph.



Task 1

• You now have 10 minutes to finish your biography, so that you have a 
complete piece of writing to edit and improve later on.

• Don’t rush…take your time! We want this to be another excellent final 
piece that reflects everything you have learnt over the last 2 weeks. 



Rainbow Editing

• Now that we have finished our work, we are going to use our 
Rainbow Editing to revisit, improve and celebrate our writing.

• Remember, this is about finding both areas for development, as well 
as acknowledging all of the great features we have already included.

• Let’s take a look at this week’s guide…





Back in Chicago, Michelle worked as 
an attorney in a law firm. in 1989 she 
met Barack Obama, who was working 
at the same firm. They were married in 
1992.

Michelle left the law firm in 1991 to 
work for the mayor of chicago. She 
worked for the city of Chicago until 
1993, when she founded a leadership 
program for young adults. In 1996 she 
took a job at the University of 
Chicago. Not long afterward, the 
Obamas had two daughters: malia, 
born in 1998, and Natasha (Sasha), 
born in 2001.



Task 2

• Use the Rainbow Editing guide to edit your final draft of your 
biography.

• Use a dictionary for any spellings that you are unsure of.


